
Robocalls need no introduction

Spam calls are more than just a nuisance: Researchers at the 
University of California found that after every distraction, it takes 23 
minutes for employees to get back to fully focused productivity. 
That results in $11 in wages lost to every robocall, which can be 
costly for any business dealing with multiple scam calls per day.

Robokiller Enterprise features

 Support for all major CPaaS platforms: Twilio, Inteliquent, Avaya, 
Plivo, Carrier

 First stage screening: caller ID screenin
 Second stage screening: answers the call, records the first 5 

seconds, and matches against our audio fingerprinting record
 Importing and managing your blocked/allowed numbers that 

override our record
 Manual and rule-based bypass mode (useful for testing or 

automatic protection switch off
 Comprehensive real-time notification system (email, SMS, 

webhooks
 Indicators that the call is real and connecte
 Straightforward and easy implementation with full suppor
 Less than 100ms response time (per screening stage
 Full self-managed control of all settings through Robokille
 Enterprise Dashboard with usage, stats, and events browsin
 >99.99%(SLA-guaranteed) service availabilit
 Dedicated customer support

How does it work?

Robokiller is a market-leading spam call protection solution trusted 
by over 1 million paying subscribers. Through direct user feedback, 
our app collects phone reputation data and audio fingerprints 
robocalls in real time in order to identify scams, which allow us to 
have the most accurate, relevant data in order to block scam calls.

Benefits

 Active spam call protection for 
your CPaaS or SIP-based 
telephon

 State-of-the-art protection 
based on real-time data from > 1 
million paying subscribers of the 
Robokiller consumer mobile ap

 Two-stage screening with 
powerful ML-driven audio 
fingerprintin

 Seamless & minimal integration 
efforts: get protection in as little 
as 15 minute

 Take full control of your calls 
through the Robokiller Enterprise 
Dashboar

 Make your protection personal/
branded by custom voice 
announcement or use built-in 
voice announcements

Protect your business with the leading 
spam call solution for businesses
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Two stage call screening: say no to call 
spoofing

Scammers get smarter over time by spoofing the number from 
which they call, making phone-number-reputation-based 
protection inefficient. Robokiller Enterprise deploys 2nd stage 
screening in which it answers the call with a built-in or custom 
announcement and records the first 5 seconds of call, 
fingerprinting it and matching it with Robokiller records. If the call is 
recognized as a robocall, Robokiller Enterprise blocks it or redirects 
the call-in-progress to your desired endpoint.

Robokiller Enterprise CPaaS

Robokiller Enterprise CPaaS is designed to work with your favorite 
CPaaS platform, in which you set our call blocking solution as the 
incoming call endpoint. In Robokiller Enterprise’s settings, you’ll set 
your default Incoming calls endpoint as a redirection endpoint.

Robokiller Enterprise SIP

Robokiller Enterprise SIP works as an active SIP-based network 
element, either as cloud destination or LAN-based deployed 
Docker container. Being SIP-compatible, it requires virtually no 
telephony requirements, as long it has network access to our cloud 
endpoint.

About Robokiller Enterprise

Robokiller Enterprise is on a mission 
to end scam calls and solve 
communication problems. Our 
innovative, privacy-focused solutions 
enable safer, smarter, and more 
secure communication.
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